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Ephe sians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkne ss, but rather
reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth
make manifest i s light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and
Chri st shall give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not a s fool s, but a s wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary define s:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.
Circum spectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against surpri se
or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Le st Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his
devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and
pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will
forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
I John 4:18: "There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because fear hath torment.
He that feareth is not made perfect in love."
Heb 13:6: "So that we may boldly say, The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear what man shall do
unto me."
II Timothy 1:7: "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a
sound mind."

Censored Gulf news: Children crying, covered in blood. Spray-poisoning backyards
(video)
September 26th, 2010--The Obama administration's petrochemical-military-industrial-complex
(PMIC) continues its poisoning Americans campaign, now spraying toxic chemicals and
solvents directly into inland waters, putting dispersants into people‘s backyards according to
many Gulf Coasters reporting to the Examiner and evidence collected by Dr. Riki Ott.
Tourists who swam in the Gulf are among those contacting the Gulf Coast Barefoot Doctors for
help. Locals living over a mile from the Gulf are reporting the same poisoning symptoms. Most
first have a "flu-like feeling"; followed by severe rashes; then further respiratory problems and
'cloudy headiness.'
Many people are reporting internal bleeding, bleeding from the rectum, ears and nose plus
vomiting blood.
Although VOC testing is not covered by insurance companies, Lisa Parr is among the relatively
few parents who managed to get blood testing plus air samples testing. She then found no
choice but to leave the area after doctors confirmed each of her ill family members tested
positive for poisoning according to Brandon Evans of WCMessenger,
"I started to get a little sick.thought I was getting the flu. I was just tired and achy and started
going through some little problems.
"Then I started breaking out in a rash. It literally covered my entire body - my scalp all the way
down to the bottoms of my feet,"
Four days later, a medical test discovered the same chemicals inside Lisa. (Flight for survival:
Toxic emissions force family to leave home, Wise County Messenger, September 23, 2010)
"My daughter began having severe nosebleeds," Parr said. "She'd wake me up at 6 a.m.,
crying, covered in blood."
After hiring someone to do water and air sampling at her home, she said. "The methane level in
my daughter's room was at asphyxiation levels."
Gulf Coast Barefoot Doctors, a grassroots non-profit organization, developed after it was
apparent that the U.S. government-BP corporation partnership would not provide survival aid to
the people suffering while the military operation was to continue its chemical attack on the
people.
The Barefoot Doctors are struggling to meet the demand for their Survival Detox Kits.
Friday, Gulf Coast Barefoot Doctors called for people well enough in communities throughout
the Gulf region to become involved in the life-saving project. They are also helping people to
relocate through Kimberly Dawley's resource that matches relocation needs with sponsors
throughout the U.S.
Dawley has stated, "If you are a Gulf Coaster wanting to evacuate but need help, please
ask! If you can assist a Gulf Coaster relocate, please advise!" (See -http://pub47.bravenet.com/forum/static/show.php?usernum=3957401277&frmid=0)
Saturday, the Barefoot Doctors stated, "We need someone in each community to help take calls
and emails from the sick in their areas and to help distribute the survival kits to people in
communities straight across the Gulf area and beyond."
Make Gulf incident reports and view them at oilspill.labucketbrigade.org. Text or call in reports
to (504) 27 27 OIL. Email them to bpspillmap@gmail.com. Twitter them with hashtag
#BPspillmap. If in danger or see an emergency, contact your local emergency response agency
immediately.
Obtain a Toxic Survival Kit or to have one delivered to a Gulf Coast resident in need by visiting
Gulf Coast Barefoot Doctors online or email info@gcbarefootdocs.org.
Learn to become a Gulf Coast Barefoot Doctor here.

If you are a Gulf Coaster wanting to evacuate but need help, please ask! If you can assist a Gulf
Coaster in evacuating, please advise! See -http://pub47.bravenet.com/forum/static/show.php?usernum=3957401277&frmid=0
See related Gulf Operation articles by Dupre here.
http://www.examiner.com/human-rights-in-national/n-pensacola-pre-schooler-tests-positive-for2-vocs
Project Gulf Impact Sickened by Corexit in Nazi America, Spraying Continues!
September 29, 2010 by Alex The Intel Hub
We have received multiple emails asking for an update on Project Gulf Impact. I personally was
unable to reach Matt for the last four days. To my surprise, Matt Smith joined us for a exclusive,
surprise interview.
The information that Matt put forth was everything but good news. Project Gulf Impact has been
poisoned by the very Corexit they have exposed. It actually took leaving the immediate area to
get better. This situation has continued to worsen due to the semi secret, aerial black ops being
carried out by BP.
Please spread this information far and wide. The people of America, and the world for that
matter, must be warned that this situation is far from over. Project Gulf Impact needs your help
getting this information to as many sites as possible. Please repost this article and video!
“Everyone down here knows what’s going on and the media black out is like calling the oil spill
an oil spill when it is a flood. This media blackout is so deep, it’s like the Gestapo, its seriously
feels like we are in some sort of Nazi State with the media. The media control is horrifying. It is
so horrifying because it is getting WORSE”
“Every single time that we have been driving down the 23 we have seen anywhere from 1 to 5
C130. This is very disturbing.”
Listen: http://theintelhub.com/2010/09/29/exclusive-interview-project-gulf-impact-sickened-bycorexit-in-nazi-america/



Things are getting worse, way worse... it's just shocking -- and no one is doing anything
(VIDEO) 4:42 pm
BP cleanup workers: We were sprayed with dispersant at night by plane with no lights…
now skin lesions, fluid in lungs — ―We just want medical help‖ (VIDEO)
Transcript Summary:

Airplanes spraying with no lights at night…
The people on board thought the boat was on fire… We kept smelling burnt wire, we didn‘t
realize it was the smell of arsenic… It‘s the chemicals that were being sprayed that left that
smell. …
Our lungs fill up with fluid, cant breathe… terrible, terrible headaches, skin lesions…
I want to live to see my granddaughter grow up… People we really need help…
We were denied a copy of our own incident report… We just want medical help…




STILL NO TESTS: State agency could not find ―viable samples‖ from massive fishkills…
because fish produce ―oil of their own‖ and could be contaminated — Low oxygen
blamed 3:22 pm
More reports of flesh-eating bacteria in the Gulf — 12 y/o dies after only his feet touched
the water (VIDEO) (9925)







Feds funding study of oil spill‘s effect on FLESH-EATING bacteria — Blamed for multiple
recent Gulf-area deaths after water/seafood contact (VIDEOS) (6996)
Plumes of Corexit/oil mix causing microorganisms to have ―mutant DNA‖ that can be
―passed on‖ says USF researcher appearing tomorrow on National Geographic (849)
Head of EPA says that using dispersants in the Gulf was a ―VERY EVIL‖ situation
(VIDEO) (783)
Pharmacist: Something is ―making people behave differently‖ — more and more with
―thick throats‖ and headaches, nausea (675)
30% of coastal residents surveyed from Louisiana to FL said health ―Significantly
Affected‖ by oil disaster — Doctors didn‘t realize problem would be ―that big‖ (VIDEO)
(594)

Alien Disclosure Imminent in 2010-2011: Obama to Lead The Way?
Are the world‘s government getting ready for alien disclosure in 2010 or 2011? Is Obama going
to pave the way and release information on alien contact having actually occurred?
Here‘s the scenario: October 2010 broadcast on every major news station in America and
throughout the world. President Obama is about to release disclosure on alien contact being
made which in turn will change virtually everything we know about the universe and our place in
it. What will be announced? The rumors on the Internet are pointing to Obama being the first
world leader to actually announce that intelligent alien life has been found and confirmed.
According to most accounts, once Obama makes the initial announcement, then other world
leaders will come forth as confirming it. To make the news even more shocking (not that it is
already shocking enough) is that most of the rumors circulating on the internet mention nothing
about SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) being the one responsible for finding this
alien life. There are a number of different scenarios being played out on the Internet concerning
exactly what the announcement will contain. The most common ones mentioned are listed
below:
1.) Obama will announce (official disclosure) the presence of at least 3 alien species being
known to us. There are reports of two of them being friendly and one being seen as a threat to
the Earth. There has even been speculation that there could be one species that will be present
with Obama on camera during the announcement. Other reports have the alien species as
numbering up to five instead of three. Almost all reports have only the one species being seen
as a threat to the Earth though.
2.) Obama does not reveal any alien species directly but shows evidence of an ancient base
being found after the October 9, 2009 LCROSS bombing mission on the Moon‘s South Pole
(second disclosure scenario). This mission was where we sent an object to deliberately crash
into a deep crater on the moon where no sunlight could penetrate to see if we could detect any
signs of frozen water. The announced results did indeed show a good amount of frozen water
in these craters which would be a key in establishing a moon base. What is supposed to have
also been found is an ancient base and that the mission actually crashed into one of the
buildings on this base. This is why several researchers are claiming that no video evidence of
the plume generated by the crash has been shown even though it was announced previously
that it would be.
Whether either of these scenarios are indeed the ones announced or if anything is actually
announced at all, we will have to wait and see. There are some signs according to several
researchers that a alien disclosure is coming shortly though. One of these is the announcement
from the Vatican that alien life is OK and does nothing to threaten the church or religion in any
way. Many people are seeing this as a sign getting the public ready for alien disclosure.
Another item which many people see as signs of disclosure are several cabinet members on
Obama‘s staff have either now or in the past claimed they believed in aliens and flying saucers.

And then there are the reports on alien implants and more and more reports on large black
triangle shaped crafts that are rumored to be a reverse engineered mix of alien technology with
ours.

Read more: http://socyberty.com/paranormal/alien-disclosure-imminent-in-2010-2011-obama-tolead-the-way/#ixzz10ZtpcS32
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Is the United Nations preparing the citizens of the world for the
introduction of Space Aliens?
NEWS BRIEF: "UN 'to appoint space ambassador to greet alien
visitors' ", Telegraph News, 26 September 2010
"A space ambassador could be appointed by the United Nations to act
as the first point of contact for aliens trying to communicate with Earth.
Mazlan Othman, a Malaysian astrophysicist, is set to be tasked with coordinating humanity‘s response if and when extraterrestrials make
contact.
"Aliens who landed on earth and asked: ―Take me to your leader‖ would
be directed to Mrs Othman".
"The 58-year-old is expected to tell delegates that the proposal has
been prompted by the recent discovery of hundreds of planets orbiting
other starts, which is thought to make the discovery of extraterrestrial
life more probable than ever before. Mrs Othman is currently head of the UN‟s little known
Office for Outer Space Affairs (Unoosa)."
As we have stated before, the Global Elite decided a long time ago that, if people were to
believe in the claims of the New Age / Masonic Christ, they must be conditioned beforehand to
believe in space aliens! Why would this be the case?
WHEN THE ANTI-CHRIST STAGES HIS APPEARANCE, HE WILL CLAIM TO BE AN
ASCENDED MASTER FROM ANOTHER DIMENSION, In other words AN ALIEN BEING.
HE JUST HAS OUR BEST INTERESTS AT HEART AND WANTS TO LEAD THE WORLD
INTO A NEW, PEACEFUL EXISTENCE.

Dr. Johnson‟s Teaching:
The “Ancient Astronaut” Lie: The Shocking Origin of the “Intelligent Design” Theory
What warning does the Bible give us in this regard?
1John 4:1 ¶ Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God:
because many false prophets are gone out into the world. 1Jo 4:2 Hereby know ye the
Spirit of God: Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of
God: (Comment: But remember this is the Jesus Christ of the Bible)1Jo 4:3 And every
spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God: and this is
that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should come; and even now already
is it in the world. 1Jo 4:4 Ye are of God, little children, and have overcome them:
because greater is he that is in you, than he that is in the world. 1Jo 4:5 They are of the
world: therefore speak they of the world, and the world heareth them. 1Jo 4:6 We are of
God: he that knoweth God heareth us; he that is not of God heareth not us. Hereby know
we the spirit of truth, and the spirit of error.
Notice that the Apostle John does not question whether spirits actually exist; he knows demons
exist and he knows that his Christian audience knows they exist. John is saying, "Test the spirits
[which will arise], to see if they are of God." These spirits will be denying that the Jesus Christ of
the Bible actually became a man and has come in the flesh (but they will most likely admit
this about the ascended master Sananda Immanuel AKA Master Jesus otherwise how
could they deceive all the millions and millions claiming to be Christians).
Dr. Johnson‟s Teaching:
Deception Afoot: Maitreya & „Master Jesus‟
This is precisely what this UFO-Alien deception is attempting to do.
Hollywood has even gotten in on the act to condition people to accept aliens.
"...In 1982, Michael London of the L.A. Times gathered together a group of 8 people
experienced in UFO and extraterrestrial encounters for a special screening of Steven
Spielberg's movie "E.T." London noted the following reactions of the group to the movie:
`This is a true movie, not a romance. It's part of a CONDITIONING PROCESS TO PREPARE
US FOR THE ARRIVAL OF ALIEN BEINGS.'
`The movie is a vehicle...It invites the audience to be less afraid of the so-called para-normal.
And what better place to start than with the children?'...Everything is being done through the
children..."
Everything is being done through our children, and has been for over 60 years. Thus, the first
generation to be so conditioned are now having children, who are also being conditioned. What
is the purpose? Remember that the Movie and TV industries are openly hostile to Christianity
and are very obviously New Age. Also remember that the #1 objective of the NOW--New Age
movement is to successfully stage the appearance of Anti-Christ.
Dr. Johnson‟s Teaching:
The Return of The Nephilim: Hollywood Preparing the Way
Today, the conditioning to entice people to accept aliens so that, when Antichrist arises, they
will have no trouble believing his "out-of-this-world- claims! Even the United Nations is now
getting in on the scripted act. Time is getting close.
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm
More Lies From Ascended Master Esu Immanuel Sananda AKA “Master Jesus”
Greetings, precious little Druthea. I AM Sananda. I come in the service of Holy Creator
Source, the ONE labeled GOD of Light. I AM the One Who walked your place some 2000
years past in your counting. I was human, as are you ones who now walk this place and
journey towards ONENESS with God.

I was known by many labels and most will recognize Me by the term Jesus Christ. Much of
what you do read in your various editions of the so-called Holy Bible are the misperceptions of
the one Pharisee born as Saul of Tarsus and who changed his name to Paul.
Alas, My mission and My purpose for coming to your place in behalf of Our heavenly Father was
not only misunderstood by true seekers of truth, but was also purposely altered to serve the
needs of the religious zealots who "lead" the ignorant masses through fear and damnation.
For you ones who work closely with The HOSTS of God who assist you at this time of great
transition, please KNOW that I experienced the wrath and malicious actions by those who were
threatened by the messages of Our Holy Father which I brought to the people.
The adversary was nipping at my heals CONSTANTLY, chelas, as many of you are now
experiencing as well. Paul, alias Saul of Tarsus, was NO apostle of Mine. HE elected himself
authority to interpret My message and it was HE who taught the misteachings of salvation and
put ME, Immanuel, ABOVE you, once calling Me the only Son of God to save you from your
sins. THESE WERE NOT MY TEACHINGS, EVER, and in fact, if you study the first books
which are included in most versions of the Christian Bibles (Mark, Matthew, Luke and John),
there remains a REMNANT of the messages which I brought which do often contradict Paul's
interpretations. Even still, those four books do not include many things I taught and were
actually put to print between 70 and 200 years A.D.! And this is by calculation of YOUR own
historical theologians.
So, precious chelas, you must ask yourselves, WHO decided what would be included in each
"authorized" version of the Bible? I can assure you GOD was seldom present in those
authorizations and decisions. Paul, the self-ordained apostle, corrupted my message and
deceived MILLIONS of ignorant seekers over the centuries. I would venture to say he did his
job well. For so many of you are transfixed in an illusion of dogma and human power, and the
price has been YOUR SOUL.
We of THE HOSTS of GOD are come again to you ones WHO will hear the clarion call of
TRUTH, for so many of you are weary of being lied to and used. So many are trapped and you
are kept there by the adversary of fear. We come to shake you awake that you may find GOD
within you and FREEDOM which only His Holy Presence, acknowledged and accepted, will
bring you!
It is time to think for yourselves, for GOD gave you all that you are and you have mostly denied
HIM and self. We are giving you a ticket to free your soul from the bondage of false human
dogma and ritual which leaves you unfulfilled.
Does this mean I say to question your "beliefs" as you now hold them? YES. If you live a
righteous and moral life putting others before self and seeking to give in more ways, then you
can label yourself and atheist, Christian, Aborigine, Buddhist, or Muslim and it makes no
difference whatsoever.
SOURCE:: The Phoenix Liberator, November 10, 1992, Volume 21, Number 4.
http://www.phoenixarchives.com/liberator/1992/1192/111092.pdf
Comment: From Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transsexual movement, to radical feminists who
like to call themselves Christians, to the URANTIA cult, to virtually all New Age
adherents, to now even Satan incarnate himself ascended master Sananda Immanuel
(the coming counterfeit Jesus Christ); all of these groups universally hate the Jesus
Christ of the Bible, the Apostle Paul and the King James Bible. Hmm I wonder why??
In 2 Corinthians, Paul’s response to criticism consisted of a defense of his integrity,
without which his ministry would have been ineffective. He placed before his readers a
number of reasons to reassure them of his integrity. They included his reverence for the
Lord, his concern for the church, his devotion to the truth, his gratitude for Christ’s love,
his desire for righteousness, and his burden for the lost. In defending his integrity, he

risked being called proud by his enemies, so he also displayed several marks of his
humility: an unwillingness to compare oneself with others, a willingness to minister
within limits, an unwillingness to take credit for others’ labors, a willingness to seek only
the Lord’s glory, and an unwillingness to pursue anything but eternal commendation.
Paul had right motives and he defended them for the right reasons, that is, to glorify God
and to promote the truth of the gospel and Christ’s church.
VATICAN and Official ET DISCLOSURE !!
Watch: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCVLtnATCkU
Key Latino leader endorses Initiative 300 - the ET Affairs Commission
September 23rd, 2010--Veronica Barela, CEO and Executive Director of NEWSED, has
endorsed Initiative 300. She said "I support Initiative 300 to create an Extraterrestrial Affairs
Commission and I encourage people to vote yes." NEWSED is a major community development
organization in Denver. It also organizes the Cinco de Mayo celebration in Civic Center Park which
draws around 300,000 people.
A Denver Post article on June 24, 2010, called Ms. Barela "Denver's West Side power broker".
The article quoted Denver councilwoman Judy Montero as saying "I also think it's healthy that
everyone listens to her." Political candidates and parties, especially, will find it healthy to listen
to Veronica about Initiative 300.
The obvious reason is that Latinos account for about 30% of the Denver population over age 18
who are eligible to vote. Less obvious is that Democratic and Republican political leaders have
had similar views on the issue of UFOs and extraterrestrial visitors. These include Presidents
Kennedy, Carter, and Reagan, along with Hillary Clinton and John Podesta. They have either
reported seeing UFOs or sought public disclosure of government files on UFOs and
extraterrestrial visitors.
Veronica will also be urging voters to read the eight-page Initiative 300 voter education
newspaper.
.
Initiative 300 is on the ballot for the November 2010 Denver election. Find out more about
Initiative 300 and the campaign to create and Extraterrestrial Affairs Commission in Denver at
http://www.examiner.com/ufo-in-denver/key-latino-leader-endorses-initiative-300-the-et-affairscommission www.extracampaign.org
David Letterman asks Jeff Peckman about Stan Romanek's
Extraterrestrial visitors & UFOs
Peckman is chief proponent of the ET Affairs Commission
ballot initiative.
Five Reasons to Vote YES on 300
1. Common Sense - Over 400 government, military, and intelligence
community witnesses have testified to their direct, personal, first-hand experience with UFOs,
ETs, ET technology, and the cover-up that keeps this information secret. [Source:
DisclosureProject.org]
2. “We ought to do it [disclose UFO files] because it‟s right…because it‟s the law.” – John
Podesta, Clinton and Obama official
3. All people have a right to know about suppressed extraterrestrial technologies for: curing
life-threatening diseases, cleaner energy, environmental cleanup, and creating jobs. (Ah yes
Satan‟s Carrot to the masses)

Former U.S. Air Force personnel claim they experienced UFO activity near nuclear sites
at which they worked.
September 27, 2010-- Seven former U.S. Air Force personnel gathered in Washington Monday
to recount UFO sightings over nuclear weapons facilities in decades past – accounts that a UFO
researcher says show extraterrestrial beings are interested in the world‘s nuclear arms race and
may be sending humans a message.
At a news conference at the National Press Club, the six former officers and one ex-enlisted
man recalled either personal sightings or reports from subordinates and others of UFOs
hovering over nuclear missile silos or nuclear weapons storage areas in the 1960s, '70s and
'80s.
Three of the former Air Force officers – though they hadn‘t seen the UFOs themselves - told
reporters that UFOs hovering over silos around Montana‘s Malmstrom Air Force Base in 1967
appeared to have temporarily deactivated some of the nuclear missiles.
Much of the testimony already has appeared in books, websites and elsewhere. But UFO
researcher and author Robert Hastings, who organized the news conference, said the time has
come for the U.S. government to acknowledge the UFO visits.
―I believe - these gentlemen believe - that this planet is being visited by beings from another
world, who for whatever reason have taken an interest in the nuclear arms race which began at
the end of World War II,‖ said Hastings, who added that more than 120 former military
personnel have told him about UFOs visiting nuclear sites.
―Regarding the missile shutdown incidents, my opinion … is that whoever are aboard these craft
are sending a signal to both Washington and Moscow, among others, that we are playing with
fire – that the possession and threatened use of nuclear weapons potentially threatens the
human race and the integrity of the planetary environment,‖ he said.
Former Air Force Capt. Robert Salas – who has written a book about the Montana incidents –
said he was underground when a UFO hovered over his missile silo in March 1967, and
therefore couldn‘t see it. He said one of his guards above ground told him a red, glowing object
about 30 feet in diameter was hovering just above the front gate of the facility, in an isolated
area far from Malmstrom.
―And just as I [called my commander], our missiles began going into what‘s called a no-go
condition, or unlaunchable. Essentially, they were disabled while this object was still hovering
over out site,‖ Salas said.
Salas and others said the military urged them at the time not to talk about the incidents.
http://news.blogs.cnn.com/2010/09/27/ufos-showed-interest-in-nukes-ex-air-force-personnelsay/
Breaking: CNN to air UFOs and Nukes Press Conference Live
September 27th, 2010--According to a post on the September Press Event facebook page
attributed to Marilyn Salas, CNN has elected to have live coverage of the UFOs and Nukes
Press Conference at the National Press Club in Washington DC.
The press conference brings together witnesses to UFO incursions on United States military
bases and nuclear missile launch facilities to reveal to the press the nature of these events.
Capt Robert Salas, said: "The US Air Force is lying about the national security implications of
unidentified aerial objects at nuclear bases and we can prove it."
This is a significant press Conference, part of a perfect storm of UFO disclosure that began
with Leslie Kean's book UFO's, Military Pilots and Government Officials go on the Record

and includes soft disclosure in the form of NBC's “The Event”, whose plotline involves
the disclosure of the reality non-human intelligent life to the public.
The United Nations just yesterday announced that Professor Mazlan Othmanof the United
Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs is tasked with the responsibility to meet with and conduct
negotiations with extraterrestrials that might come to this planet.
http://www.examiner.com/ufo-in-phoenix/breaking-cnn-to-air-ufos-and-nukes-press-conferencelive
Breaking News (Updated) - Triangular UFO over Tucson
Saturday, 25 September 2010 12:22 | Written by Ben

Triangle UFO
In the last few hours reports are coming in via 'Twitter' as well as local Television broadcasts
that a Triangular UFO has been observed by hundreds if not thousands of people in Tucson
Arizona this evening. News agencies are being overwhlemed with calls related to the sighting. A
video of what's being said on television can be seen by clicking on the link with this article. A
similar sighting was reported by no less than 5 Police Officers in Lebanon USA not so long ago
and a video pertaining to this can be seen too.
Update - We're delighted to say that video footage of the craft has been located - it is the third
video to be seen below - the craft DOES NOT maneuver in ways traditionally associated with
aircraft. It can be clearly seen that it is triangular in nature and surely represents extra-terrestrial
technology or a Military design and capability kept secret from the public. But why then would it
be in such a built up area?
DVD
Sarah Palin demonstrates her Illuminati foundation as she brags
that Henry Kissinger is her mentor!
David Bay states: ―As I have stated many times before, my research
over the past 24 years has proven to me that the Illuminati will not even
let a person on their stage who is not completely sold out to their global
Plan.
Therefore, when Senator John McCain chose Sarah Palin to be his
running mate in the 2008 presidential election, and when Sarah stepped
on to that national GOP stage, I knew she had to be sold out to the plan
of the Global Elite.‖
Now, she has admitted that her mentor is Henry Kissinger. Listen:
NEWS BRIEF: "Sarah Palin was Chosen for the Vice President by Henry Kissinger's Elite
Oil Cabal", YouTube Video
In this video, Sarah Palin reveals that she has had conversations with Henry Kissinger about
foreign policy issues. Palin said that old Henry had a real passion for diplomacy. She talked very
casually about her conversations with this Illuminati devil, she had met with him so often that
she felt very comfortable with him.

But, there is more to Palin's tone. She speaks about him with great admiration. She speaks
about him as if he were a father figure to her.
Indeed, Henry Kissinger has schooled Sarah Palin on foreign policy issues since McCain
tapped her as his Vice Presidential candidate.
This reality is absolute disaster! Henry Kissinger is one of the most powerful Illuminati figures in
the entire world today!
In NEWS1328, we revealed, in 1952, the Illuminati redrew all sovereign nations of the world into
military patrol zones. We encourage you to read and study the map of this article, for then you
will understand the ultimate plan of the Global Elite once the Masonic Christ -- the King of
Despots whose name is "Destiny" -- is on the world scene.
The United Nations is acting to fully implement their Plan worldwide, fully in compliance with
their 1952 world map. Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger -- one of the most highranking Illuminists today -- let the cat out of the bag for anyone who knew of the Plan. During
the Rodney King rioting in Los Angeles, Kissinger made this following statement:
"Today, Americans would be outraged if U.N. forces entered Los Angeles to restore order.
Tomorrow, they will be greeted."
A more succinct statement of this part of the New World Order Plan is not possible! Henry
Kissinger has just stated the full and complete Plan for his listeners, but since most Americans
do not know this part of the Plan, Kissinger's remarks flew right above the heads of most. Do
not be deceived: the United States is not only going to voluntarily give up its sovereignty, its
leadership is going to voluntarily allow foreign troops to enter so as to impose military rule!
Every time you see the United Nations intervene militarily somewhere else in the world, you can
know for increasing certainty that America's time for such intervention draws ever nearer.
But, Henry Kissinger is even more dangerous.
Henry Kissinger is one of the most powerful of all Illuminist leaders. According to former
Satanists, Cisco Wheeler and Doc Marquis, Kissinger once sat on the Council of Nine, a global
occult organization which makes the top-level global decisions as to which direction the Plan to
reorganize the world will go next.
Kissinger is also one of the key members of the openly Satanic, "Bohemian Grove", the
Bilderbergers and the Trilateral Commission! For more details, please read our archived
Headline News article, NEWS2100)
This is also not the first time when Kissinger has been firmly linked to President Obama. Several
weeks ago, Kissinger announced that, as President, Obama was "primed" to bring about the
New World Order! (NEWS2336)
Therefore, if you are still holding on to a shred of belief that Sarah Palin can be a genuine
Christian, her mentor-type relationship to Henry Kissinger should alone change your mind.
Furthermore, her involvement in the "Joel's Army" Movement, as detailed by Pastor Hoggard, in
the DVD above, should further convince you.
Today, Sarah Palin is an occasional commentator on the Republican Illuminati station, Fox
News, and is the darling of Conservative Elitist programming nearly everywhere.
Just remember this: Before the Illuminati will allow anyone on their stage, that person must be a
trusted insider and a firm supporter of their global plans. Sarah Palin is no exception!
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/
EXCLUSIVE: After a Year of Setbacks, U.N. Looks to Take Charge of World's Agenda
By George Russell--September 08, 2010 | FoxNews.com
After a year of humiliating setbacks, United Nations Secretary General Ban ki-Moon and about
60 of his top lieutenants — the top brass of the entire U.N. system — spent their Labor Day
weekend at a remote Austrian Alpine retreat, discussing ways to put their sprawling organization
in charge of the world‘s agenda.

Details concerning the two-day, closed-door sessions in the comfortable village of Alpbach were
closely guarded. Nonetheless, position papers for the meeting obtained by Fox News indicate
that the topics included:
-- how to restore ―climate change‖ as a top global priority after the fiasco of last year‘s
Copenhagen summit;
-- how to continue to try to make global redistribution of wealth the real basis of that climate
agenda, and widen the discussion further to encompass the idea of ―global public goods‖;
-- how to keep growing U.N. peacekeeping efforts into missions involved in the police, courts,
legal systems and other aspects of strife-torn countries;
-- how to capitalize on the global tide of migrants from poor nations to rich ones, to encompass
a new ―international migration governance framework‖;
-- how to make ―clever‖ use of new technologies to deepen direct ties with what the U.N. calls
―civil society,‖ meaning novel ways to bypass its member nation states and deal directly with
constituencies that support U.N. agendas.
As one underlying theme of the sessions, the top U.N. bosses seemed to be grappling often
with how to cope with the pesky issue of national sovereignty, which — according to the position
papers, anyway — continued to thwart many of their most ambitious schemes, especially when
it comes to many different kinds of ―global governance.‖
Not coincidentally, the conclave of bureaucrats also saw in ―global governance‖ a greater role
for themselves.
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2010/09/08/years-setbacks-looks-world-leader/
An Australian nun who was punished and
kicked out of the Catholic Church is now
being made a saint!
NEWS BRIEF: "Saintly Australian was
punished for exposing sex abuse ", M&G
News, September 25, 2010
"Sydney - Australia's Mary MacKillop, a Catholic
nun who died more than 100 years ago, was
briefly excommunicated for uncovering the
abuse of a paedophile priest ... MacKillop, who
is set to become Australia's first saint, was
penniless when she was turned out onto the
street in 1871 at the age of 29 and just four
years after becoming a nun."
How could something so tragic as this really happen? Were pedophile priests so prevalent back
then as they are today and was the coverup by the bishops and cardinals as common as it is
today?
" 'The story of the excommunication amounts to this: that some priests had been uncovered for
being involved in the sexual abuse of children,' Father Paul Gardiner said ... The revelations of
MacKillop's role in fighting sex abuse come as the Catholic Church worldwide is facing up to the
past misconduct of priests."
Therefore, this nun "outed" several priests for their sexual misconduct and was drummed out of
the Catholic Church. She lived penniless on the street until she was admitted back into the
Church.
"Next month, MacKillop is to be canonized by Pope Benedict XVI, culminating a century of
campaigning for the Melbourne-born nun."
Our research over the past decade on the unbelievable sex abuse by Roman Catholic priests
against innocent boys, young women and married women has proven that such sex abuse has
been occurring for over 1,000 years!

But, no one has set out to answer the question of "why" from a theological position, until Cutting
Edge introduced the two DVD's above, by Bill Schnoebelen:
"Catholicism: Two Horns Like A Lamb"
"Catholicism: The Church On Haunted Hill"
The answer is simple: Roman Catholicism is NOT genuine Christianity, but a mixture of
numerous pagan doctrines and practices, all of which lead to sexual deviancy.
Former Catholic Seminarian, Bill Schnoebelen, proves that, given the true inner heart n ature of
Catholicism, sexual deviancy and molestation is what we should expect from many priests!
Bill also shockingly reveals that Catholic priests teach that Jesus was able to perform miracles
only because He had gone into the Occult and was using the power of Occult spirits! Jesus
condemns this belief in the strongest of terms (Matt 12:22-31). Therefore, priests who believe
this heresy fall into unusually hateful and terrible sins.
Bill also reveals that in the Catholic seminary he attended he discovered that about 75% of the
men studying for the priesthood were gay, many of them very openly gay.
Bill then reveals that Satan maneuvered the Catholic Church - beginning with Constantine - in
an effort to corrupt genuine Christianity and take it down from within. By appearing to be
Christian, but mixing in doctrines and practices of Satanism, billions of souls have been plunged
deeply into Hell
While these two DVD's are 99.9% the same, "Two Horns Like A Lamb" has been softened in
a couple of areas where people felt that the message was so strong that they could not share
this most important information with friends and loved ones.
"Church On Haunted Hill" remains very confrontational and drives the point home sharply that
people should expect Catholic priests to be sexually deviant, given the true spiritual nature of
the Catholic Church.
_Catholic Church Takeover – Dr. Scott Johnson – 00.mp3
_Catholic Doctrines of Devils – Scott A. Johnson – 00.mp3
_Catholic Priest Pedophiles – Dr. Scott Johnson – 00.mp3

Lastly, as we have long predicted, Pope Benedict XVI is caught up in this sordid mess.
NEWS BRIEF: "Deaf victim of sex abuse is suing pope, and going public with his story for
the first time", By Scott Bronstein, CNN Special Investigations Unit
"MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin – Terry Kohut has kept a dark secret for nearly 50 years. Now he is
breaking his silence, becoming a key figure in the sex-abuse crisis in the Catholic Church and
the growing controversy over what Pope Benedict XVI did about it. When Kohut was barely a
teen, and for years afterward, he says, he was sexually molested and assaulted by the
headmaster and priest of the school where he lived, St. John‘s School for the Deaf, in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. What occurred there is one of the most notorious cases of sex abuse in
the Catholic Church."
"Kohut was not alone. From 1950 to 1974 the headmaster of St. Johns, Father Lawrence C.
Murphy, raped and molested as many as 200 deaf boys, according to court and church
documents. Kohut has now filed the first sex-abuse lawsuit against the Vatican actually naming
Pope Benedict, previously known as Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, as a defendant."
"Ratzinger was once head of the Vatican‘s powerful CDF, the Congregation for the Doctrine of
the Faith, charged in certain circumstances with investigating the sexual abuse of minors by
priests. And though church records show the abuse by Father Murphy was brought to the

attention of Ratzinger and the CDF years ago, a church trial against the headmaster was
stopped and he was allowed to remain a priest."
I well remember the case of a Catholic priest in North Attleboro, Massachusetts, who wrote a
letter to Pope Paul II, confessing that he had molested a number of young boys in his
congregation and asking to be removed. Pope Paul II never responded!
Read full details in NEWS1656, entitled, "PEDOPHILE CATHOLIC PRIEST CONFESSED
DIRECTLY TO THE POPE IN 1973, BUT "HIS unHOLINESS" TOOK NO ACTION. LATER,
OVER 50 CHILDREN WERE MOLESTED AND RAPED!"
Now you know the bottom-line truth. Catholic priests have been sexually violating their
parishioners for over 1,000 years and the entire upward hierarchy just covers the entire sordid
disaster up.
We should further not be too surprised by the sordid sexual character of the Roman Catholic
priesthood because the Pope consistently uses Satanic symbolism to declare to the world that
he is God!
NEWS1608, entitled, "Pope Always Wears White, Visitors Wear Dark -- Illuminist
Symbolism Dating Back 4,000 Years Ago! White/Black Dress Symbolism Shouts That The
Pope Is God!"
The Illuminati decided in early 1991 that the Roman Catholic Pope -- whomever he was at the
time -- would be the top religious leader in the New World Order (NEWS1052). This designation
means that the Roman Catholic Pope will be the False Religious Prophet of Revelation 13:1018!
This reality means that the Pope will be identical to Antichrist. Now can you see how depraved
the Roman system is?
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/
Satanist group's split has Oklahoma City show in question Civic Center says event has
been canceled; Satanist says it will go on despite the group's breakup.
BY CARLA HINTON September 16, 2010--A Satanic group with plans for a public event at the
Civic Center Music Hall has splintered, a founder said Wednesday.
A statement posted on the website of the Church of the IV Majesties said the church had been
disbanded and an Oct. 21 gathering at the Civic Center — to include a "public satanic exorcism‖
— was no longer scheduled. The website advised people who had already purchased a $15
ticket to the event to send their ticket to a post office box and their money would be refunded.
"The Church of the IV Majesties has been dissolved, the show has been canceled,‖ the website
said.
However, James Hale, who said he is one of the church's three founders, told The Oklahoman
on Wednesday that another Church of the IV Majesties' founder wrote the statement because
he has been expelled from the church for being a registered sex offender.
Hale said the co-founder did not have the right to cancel the event because Hale signed the city
contract to lease the facility. He said the church is reforming and still hopes to have the event at
the Civic Center.
Hale said he plans to get other group members together to come up with a new name for the
church and revised plans for the Oct. 21 event at the Civic Center. He said two church members
are ready to sign on as officers of a new church. Hale said the other co-founder has the Church
of the IV Majesties' bank records.

"If there's any way to pull it out, we will. At the very least, the exorcism is not canceled, it's
postponed,‖ Hale said.
Read more: http://newsok.com/satanist-groups-split-has-oklahoma-city-show-inquestion/article/3495454#ixzz114lWrcIl

From: Paul
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 8:24 PM
Subject: So ashamed of our nation :(
Hi Brother Scott,
Alex Stewart, a lecturer at Queensland's QUT University literally smoked pages from
the Bible and the Koran on YouTube
He has since closed his YouTube account, but a copy of it can be found here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQJ8woJm08c&feature=related&skipcontrinter=1
I am so ashamed of our nation, we have nearly forgotten God, and you know what Psalms and
Proverbs has to say about that.
Psalm 9:17 (King James Version)
The wicked shall be turned into hell, and all the nations that forget God.
Proverbs 14:34 (King James Version)
Righteousness exalteth a nation: but sin is a reproach to any people.
What I found interesting is that he actually told us which verse of the Holy Bible he was about to
smoke. From all the thousands of verses he could have picked he chose John 3:15. WOW!
This reprobate has no fear of God what-so-ever!
John 3:15 (King James Version)
That whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have eternal life.
I can't even imagine what the Lord Jesus Christ will say to him on the day of Judgment ... scares
me just to think about it. But the Bible gives an insight:
Proverbs 1:25-32 (King James Version)
25 But ye have set at nought all my counsel, and would none of my reproof:
26 I also will laugh at your calamity; I will mock when your fear cometh;
27 When your fear cometh as desolation, and your destruction cometh as a whirlwind;
when distress and anguish cometh upon you.
28 Then shall they call upon me, but I will not answer; they shall seek me early, but they
shall not find me:
29 For that they hated knowledge, and did not choose the fear of the LORD:
30 They would none of my counsel: they despised all my reproof.
31 Therefore shall they eat of the fruit of their own way, and be filled with their own devices.
32 For the turning away of the simple shall slay them, and the prosperity of fools shall destroy
them.
...even so, come, Lord Jesus
In Christ Jesus our Lord
Paul

Pakistan: Muslims burn Christian man as police man rapes his wife
nowpublic.com ^ | March 23, 2010 | Ahmar Mustikhan
Posted on Wednesday, September 22, 2010 by Steve Van Doorn
Washington, D.C. (March 23, 2010)– Travesty of justice does not fit the description of the
events. This is simple barbarism.
International Christian Concern (ICC) has learned that a Christian man, Arshed Masih, died
yesterday after Muslims burned him alive for refusing to recant his faith. Additionally, a
Muslim policeman raped Masih‟s wife.
Masih and his wife, Martha, worked and lived at the house of Sheik Mohammad Sultan, a
powerful Muslim businessman in Rawalpindi, Pakistan, since 2005.
In January, Muslim religious leaders and Sheik Sultan asked Masih and his family to convert to
Islam. Masih and his family refused to convert and informed Sheik Sultan that they were going
to quit working for him. The Sheik became furious and warned Masih that he would kill him if he
quit. Masih told his family and friends about the entire incident. Christian leaders tried to
persuade the Sheik to let Masih and his family leave his house.
On March 19, Masih was set on fire in front of the police station. At the time, three Muslim
religious leaders and three policemen were present at the scene. The perpetrators have not
been identified.
Masih was taken to the Holy Family Hospital where he received treatment for three days before
finally dying today.
Masih‘s children Mary, 12, Nasir, 10, and Neha, 7, are deeply traumatized after witnessing acts
of brutality against their family at the hands of Muslims.
link:
http://www.nowpublic.com/world/pakistan-muslims-burn-christian-man-policeman-rapes-his-wife
Found this here:
http://vladtepesblog.com/?p=25990#comments
Dprogramfilms.Net is New and Improved 220 films and 120 available for download
Hello All, Just wanted to inform you of the new films site. I just recently changed the template
and added over 100 films to the site. The site also hosts 120 of these films for download. Great
place to get your flix on!! Also, added a 10 star rating system for the films where we can vote
our favorites to the top 15 list. Hope you'll check it out and if you haven't been tuned into
dprogram I believe this is a great time to re-check us out.
Dprogram.net for your alternative news - http://dprogram.net
and
Dprogramfilms.net for films - http://dprogramfilms.net
Fortuna Warning
Fortuna is the Roman Goddess of Luck, Fate, and Fortune, as Her name implies. She was a
very popular Goddess, and was worshipped under many epithets depending on the type of luck
one wished to invoke or the circumstances in play. Her many temples in Rome, and the various
aspects of Her worship are a reflection of the manners in which She was honored: from
personal Goddess, overseeing the fate of the individual mother, young man, or soldier, to a
Goddess of the State, ensuring the fortune of the populace, the luck of the Emperor, or the
glorious fate of the entire Roman Empire.

Fortuna was usually depicted holding in one hand a cornucopia, or a horn of plenty, from which
all good things flowed in abundance, representing Her ability to bestow prosperity; in the other
She generally has a ship's rudder, to indicate that She is the one who controls how lives and
fates are steered.
The name Fortuna finds its root in the Latin fero, meaning "to bring, win, receive, or get".
http://www.thaliatook.com/OGOD/fortuna.html
Nike Warning
NIKE (or Nicé) was the winged goddess or spirit (daimon) of victory, both in battle and peaceful
competition. When Zeus was gathering allies at the start of the Titan War, Styx brought her four
children, Nike (Victory), Zelos (Rivalry), Kratos (Strength) and Bia (Force) into the service of the
god. Nike was appointed his charioteer, and all four were appointed as sentinels standing
beside the throne of the god. STYX was the goddess of the underworld River Styx, one of the
Titan generation of Okeanides. Styx was also the personified Daimon (Spirit) of hatred (stygos).
http://www.theoi.com/Daimon/Nike.html
Correction Regarding the Rock Bank Queen
Best Answer - Chosen by Voters
www.queenonline.com - here is a website it‘s the official one for queen, or so it said. i know that
frontman freddie mercury was openly gay he died of aids in 1991. As far as i know the other
members of queen are straight and married with kids. My info comes from watching a
documentery about them, and they made a movie about Freddie mercury back in the 90's for tv.
Then in '77 the release of News of the World went top ten with its double A sided "We Will Rock
You", written by May, and Mercury's "We Are The Champions". "Champions" was supposedly a
gay rights song that was pretty much overtaken and and still today used as an anthem for
champion sports teams worldwide.
From: Michelle Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2010 To: Scott Johnson
Subject: How wicked, mixing Pharmakeia with the Church

A Listener Writes: I took this photograph of this sign in front of a church!!

Symbols are used throughout the occult. Harpers' Encyclopedia of Mystical & Paranormal
Experience (p.594) says, "Symbols are important to all esoteric teachings, for they contain
secret wisdom accessible only to the initiated."
Many people have asked about the mysterious symbol on the NKJV.
Thomas Nelson Publishers (publishers of the NKJV) claim, on the inside-cover, the
symbol, ". . .is an ancient symbol for the Trinity." But Acts 17:29, clearly FORBIDS
such symbology: ". . . we ought NOT to think that the Godhead is like unto gold, or
silver, or stone, GRAVEN BY ART and man's device."
And why does The Aquarian Conspiracy, a key New Age
"handbook", bear a similar symbol? New Agers freely
admit it represents three inter-woven "6"s or "666".
Constance Cumbey, author of The Hidden Dangers of the Rainbow and
a notable authority on the New Age Movement, said, On the cover of the
Aquarian Conspiracy is a Mobius (the triple wiccan goddess symbol
represents the Maiden, Mother, and Crone, AKA the Triquetra
Symbol), it is really used by them as triple six (666). The emblem on the
cover of the New King James Bible is said to be an ancient symbol of
the Trinity.. I was rather alarmed when I noticed the emblem..." (The
New Age Movement, Southwest
Radio Church, 1982 p.11)
The three esoteric "6"'s separated.
Plainly displaying the interlocked
"666".

In the New Testament Jesus made it quite clear that a generation
of wicked people were linked to the snake. Every time he
addressed these people it was with swift and precise
condemnation for their actions. The most powerful passage
occurs in the gospel of Matthew.
"Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can ye escape the
damnation of hell?" (Matthew 23:33)
As I dug deeper into the Bible to research this subject, I found it
rather intriguing that the symbol of the snake has been linked with
the pharmaceutical and medical industry. Is this just another clue
that God has left for us to identify the adversary? It is very
interesting that of all the symbols they could have adopted, the
snake happens to be the one.
There are actually two different medical symbols that use the
serpent. One is called the Caduceus which is a staff surmounted
by two wings and entwined with two snakes.

The Caduceus
The caduceus Greek or wand of Hermes is typically depicted as
a short herald's staff entwined by two serpents in the form of a
double helix, and sometimes surmounted by wings. In later
Antiquity the caduceus may have provided the basis for the
astrological symbol representing the planet Mercury and in Roman
iconography was often depicted being carried in the left hand of
the Greek god Hermes, the messenger of the gods, guide of the
dead and protector of merchants, gamblers, liars and thieves.
The caduceus is usually used as a symbol for medicine, especially
in North America, through confusion with the traditional medical
symbol, the rod of Asclepius, which has only a single snake and
no wings.
The Caduceus symbol is used by both the medical profession and
the pharmaceutical industry. The other symbol is called the Star of
Life. It consists of a serpent wrapped around a rod and
encompassed in a six-pointed star and is identified with
emergency medical services.
The Star of Life is a blue, six-pointed star, outlined with a white

border which features the Rod of Asclepius in the center, originally
designed and governed by the U.S. National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA) (under the United States
Department of Transportation, DOT). Traditionally in the United
States the logo was used as a stamp of authentication or
certification for ambulances, paramedics or other EMS personnel.
Internationally, it represents emergency medical services (EMS)
units and personnel. A similar orange star is used for search and
rescue personnel and yet another version is used for Wilderness

emergency medical technician.
The rod of Asclepius, also known as the asklepian,[1] is an
ancient symbol associated with astrology, the Greek god
Asclepius, and with medicine and healing. It consists of a serpent
entwined around a staff. The name of the symbol derives from its
early and widespread association with Asclepius, the son of
Apollo, who was a practitioner of medicine in ancient Greek
mythology. His attributes, the snake and the staff, sometimes
depicted separately in antiquity, are combined in this symbol. [2]
The Rod of Asclepius also represents the constellation
Ophiuchus, considered by some to be the thirteenth sign of the
sidereal zodiac. Hippocrates himself was a worshipper of
Asclepius.[3] How appropriate in light of the Hippocratic oath
all MD‟s take. Given the historically attested use of this emblem,
its adoption as a symbol of medicine is a great irony.
The rod of Asclepius symbolizes the healing arts by combining the
serpent, which in shedding its skin is a symbol of rebirth and
fertility, with the staff, a symbol of authority befitting the god of
Medicine. The snake wrapped around the staff is widely claimed
to be a species of rat snake, also known as the Asclepian snake.
It is native to southeastern Europe, Asia Minor, and some central
European spa regions, apparently brought there by Romans for

their healing properties.
It consists of a serpent wrapped around a rod and encompassed
in a six-pointed star and is identified with emergency medical
services. Both of these symbols date back thousands of years
with deep roots in the occult and ancient paganism further
linking sorcery, witchcraft and magic to the medical
establishment. I find it rather amazing that it was the serpent
that tricked Eve in the garden of Eden and it's the serpent
that this industry has chosen to link with. When the serpent
deceived Eve he did it by getting her to eat a food that God
didn't authorize.
Dr. Johnson‟s Teachings:
Pharmakeia: The Shocking Truth About Vaccinations/Inoculations
October 5th, 2008 | No Comments | Filed in Current Events and Bible Study Edit
Pharmakeia: Sorcery, Pharmaceuticals & the Roots of Modern Day Drug
September 21st, 2008 | No Comments | Filed in Current Events and Bible Study Edit

The 1958 book „The Age Of Treason‟: Exposing Chemical Attack On Humanity
Dr. R. Swinburne Clymer was in many ways a man ahead of his time, and most certainly
controversial. He was attacked by the medical establishment for connecting diet with disease
and mental health in his 1917 book Dietetics. Dr. Clymer received his medical degree in 1902
from the College of Medicine and Surgery in Chicago and began practicing Osteopathy. his
1958 book Your Health and Sanity in the Age of Treason exposes toxic food additives and
fluoride with documentation - the majority of which are mainstream scientific studies - that can
be verified many times over. What makes this book unique is the fact that Dr. Clymer was one
of the first to point out that statements by the elite
indicated that these toxins were to be deliberately
released "...for the mental deterioration and moral
debasement of the mass..."
The book is appropriately subtitled; "Food and
Liquids Used as a Medium in Deliberately and
Carefully Planned Methods Developed by the
Vicious Element of Humanity, for the Mental
Deterioration and Moral Debasement of the Mass,
as a Means Toward Their Enslavement."
Dr. Clymer introduces readers with a stark
warning for the future, writing, "Imagine yourself if
you can, becoming conscious that you are
gradually losing your manhood; that your mind is
rapidly deteriorating so that you are no longer
capable of thinking clearly; unable to plan your
future actions. Your resistance is becoming so
weakened that you are no longer master of
yourself. In short, you are rapidly developing into a
moron, a robot, a zombie, readily subject to the
dictates of others..." Bertrand Russell's 1953 book
The Impact of Science on Society is cited by
Clymer as one example of the elite's desire to
dominate the masses. Russell stated that under
scientific tyranny, "Diet, injections, and injunctions
will combine, from a very early age, to produce the
sort of character and the sort of beliefs that the authorities consider desirable, and any serious
criticism of the powers that be will become psychologically impossible."
***Health Alert***: High-Fructose Corn Syrup Getting Rebranded as Corn Sugar
The good news: Consumption of high-fructose corn syrup is at a 20-year low. The bad news:
The folks who make this insidious sweetener aim to rebrand it to boost sales.
High-fructose corn syrup is cheaper than cane sugar and acts as a food preservative, too, so the
food industry loves the stuff. But it's been added to so many foods — yogurt, cereal, bread,
drinks and even condiments — that researchers have fingered it as a culprit in the obesity &
cancer epidemic. The Corn Refiners Association has in the past marketed high-fructose corn
syrup as natural. Our Bad Medicine columnist Christopher Wanjek argues otherwise:
"High-fructose corn syrup could be all-natural if cornstarch happened to fall into a vat of alphaamylase, soak there for a while, then trickle into another vat of glucoamylase, get strained to

remove the Aspergillus fungus likely growing on top, and then find its way into some industrialgrade D-xylose isomerase. This funny coincidence didn't happen in nature until the 1970s in a
lab somewhere in Japan."
Now the Corn Refiners Association plans to ask the FDA to allow high-fructose corn syrup to be
called simple "corn sugar" instead, AP reports. And already the group is advertising it with that
name. The adds also claims there's no difference between corn sugar and cane sugar.
Full Article: [link to news.yahoo.com]

Say hello to mechanically separated chicken
It‘s what all fast-food chicken is made from—things like chicken nuggets and patties. Also, the
processed frozen chicken in the stores is made from it. Basically, the entire chicken is smashed
and pressed through a sieve—bones, eyes, guts, and all. it comes out looking like this.
There‘s more: because it‘s crawling with bacteria, it will be washed with ammonia, soaked in it,
actually. Then, because it tastes gross, it will be reflavored artificially. Then, because it is
weirdly pink, it will be dyed with artificial color. But, hey, at least it tastes good, right? High five,
America!
Canada bans BPA. Why haven‟t we?
BY Tom Philpott--27 AUG 2010--Environment Canada -- our northern neighbor's version of the
EPA -- has officially declared bisphenol A (BPA) toxic. The ubiquitous chemical, found in the
lining of nearly all cans used by the food and beverage industry, will have to be phased out in
Canada.
BPA is vile stuff. Here's how Scientific American recently described it: "In recent years dozens
of scientists around the globe have linked BPA to myriad health effects in rodents: mammary
and prostate cancer, genital defects in males, early onset of puberty in females, obesity, and
even behavior problems such as attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder."

The North American chemical industry is furious with Environment Canada's decision.
The American Chemistry Council has vigorously defended BPA during Environment Canada's
toxic review, declaring that the agency had "pandered to emotional zealots" by even considering
the toxic designation, the Toronto Star reports. The industry group demanded that Environment
Canada halt the review process; Environment Canada held firm.
In our U.S. political system, the chemical industry has had better luck pushing its agenda. In
January, the FDA took a singularly maddening position on the stuff, as Tom Laskawy reported
for Grist. On the one hand, after years of denying mounting evidence that BPA posed serious
health risks, the agency declared it had "some concern about the potential effects of BPA on the
brain, behavior, and prostate gland in fetuses, infants, and young children."
On the other, the agency has essentially claimed it is unable to ban it from use. "Today there
exist hundreds of different formulations for BPA-containing epoxy linings, which have varying
characteristics," and food companies aren't obligated to declare which ones they're using,
the agency complained in its January statement. "If FDA were to decide to revoke one or more
approved uses, FDA would need to undertake what could be a lengthy process of rulemaking to
accomplish this goal," the agency declared, referring to itself in the third person.
In other words, the poison has been distilled into so many forms that it would take a lot
of work to keep it out of food processing. And rather than initiate that process, FDA
chose to sit on its hands -- meaning that the food industry still knowingly exposes
millions of people every day to a chemical the FDA acknowledges is harmful.
Laskawy aptly read the report as "a bureaucratic cry for help" -- FDA decision makers'
acknowledgement that, in the face of chemical-industry pressure, "they really [don't] have the
authority to ban BPA or even to meaningfully restrict its use." He concluded: "It seems that only
Congress can provide the antidote."
The U.S. Senate to the rescue? Not so much. Earlier this month, a ban on BPA
was removed from the Senate's food safety bill under industry pressure. When Sen.
Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) vowed to add an amendment to a compromise bill that would
ban BPA, negotiations on the bill stalled.
Gates Death Panels – Bill Gates Advocacy
September 16, 2010--By dailypost Bill Gates‗ advocacy for ―death panels‖ has caused
controversy amongst conservative commentators, but the real outrage behind the story has
been completely overlooked — the fact that Gates is a hardcore eugenicist and has called for
lowering the global population through vaccines which his foundation funds to the tune
of billions.
Gates‘ ―death panel‖ comments were actually made over two months ago at the Aspen Ideas
Festival in Aspen Colorado, but they only garnered attention when the video clip appeared on
numerous conservative websites on Sunday, including Breitbart.tv and The Blaze.
During a question and answer session, Gates implied that elderly patients undergoing
expensive health care treatments should be killed and the money spent elsewhere.
Gates said there was a ―lack of willingness‖ to consider the question of choosing between
―spending a million dollars on that last three months of life for that patient‖ or laying off ten
teachers.
―But that‘s called the death panel and you‘re not supposed to have that discussion,‖ added
Gates.

The Microsoft owner‘s advocacy for killing granny in the name of spending the money
elsewhere strikes at the root of why so many Americans are outraged over Obamacare, which
contains as one of its core components a cost/benefit board which will be able to refuse care to
elderly patients, proving that death panels will indeed come into force despite establishment
media PR campaigns to convince the public otherwise.
Although Americans will be subject to the whims of death panels, the federal government will
―continue to require hospitals to provide emergency treatment to illegal immigrants at taxpayer
expense,‖ the New York Times reported.
http://dailypostal.com/2010/09/16/gates-death-panels-bill-gates-advocacy/
Warning All Pregnant Women: Miscarriages From H1N1 Vaccine As High As 3,587 Cases
September 21, 2010 by Alex

Prevent Disease.com
A shocking report from the National Coalition of Organized Women (NCOW) presented data
from two different sources demonstrating that the 2009/10 H1N1 vaccines contributed to an
estimated 1,588 miscarriages and stillbirths. A corrected estimate may be as high as 3,587
cases. NCOW also highlights the fact that the CDC failed to inform their vaccine providers of the
incoming data of the reports of suspected H1N1 vaccine related fetal demise. NCOW collected
the data from pregnant women (aged 17 to 45) that occurred after they were administered a
2009 A-H1N1 flu vaccine.The raw data is available on the ProgressiveConvergence.com
website
Using the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), including updates through July
11, 2010 as a second ascertainment source, capture-recapture statistical methods were used to
estimate the true number of miscarriages and stillbirths following A-H1N1 flu vaccination in the
U.S. Typically , even so-called “complete” studies conducted by the CDC have been
shown to miss from 10% to 90% of the actual cases because of under-reporting.
Overall, this approach show that approximately 15% of the occurrences of a miscarriage
or stillbirth were actually reported.
Read Entire Article
Pharma industry exposed as a monopolistic con game
(NaturalNews) For years, natural health proponents have been sounding the alarm about the
dangers of new drugs being pushed on consumers. But is that a one-sided, inaccurate view?
Not at all. In fact, new research now shows the problems with Big Pharma's hugely hyped
medications are far worse than most people have even dreamed. Independent reviewers
found that about 85 percent of new drugs offer few if any new benefits -- but they carry
the risk of causing serious harm to users.
According to Donald Light, Ph.D., a professor of comparative health policy at the University of
Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey who authored the study, the pharmaceutical industry is a
"market for lemons" and Big Pharma spends a fortune to sell those lemons to the public.

Dr. Light's paper, Pharmaceuticals: A Two-Tier Market for Producing 'Lemons' and Serious
Harm, is an institutional analysis of the pharmaceutical industry and how it works. According to
the new study, the big drug companies are successful in getting away with selling their "lemon"
drugs because of three main reasons: Big Pharma is in charge of testing their own new drugs;
the pharmaceutical companies have invested millions in building "firewalls" of legal protection to
hide information about a drug's dangers or lack of effectiveness; and the bar for drug efficacy is
set fairly low to make it easier for Big Pharma to get a new drug approved.
As Mike Adams recently reported in NaturalNews, statin drugs are a prime example of the Big
Pharma push to market drugs as safe and effective while glossing over the fact they often harm
far more people than they help -- in the case of statins, causing everything from liver damage,
acute kidney failure, and extreme muscle weakness to cataracts
(http://www.naturalnews.com/028988_s...).
http://www.naturalnews.com/029506_Big_Pharma_lemons.html
Cholesterol Myths Debunked--See The Medical Research that the Pharmaceutical
Industry Does not Want You To Know
Dear Reader:
Below I am posting a referenced excerpt from a prominent MD (Dr. Mercola) who has
authored several articles helping one to navigate through the whole Cholesterol issue :
"Several meticulous critical reviews have shown up the shoddy premises and faulty reasoning
behind the research which supposedly proves the phony Lipid Hypothesis, the mistaken idea
that dietary saturated fat and cholesterol somehow "clog" arteries and lead to heart
disease (3). Gary Taubes' recent article in Science also exposed the shenanigans behind the
United States' wholesale adoption of low-fat/cholesterol, mostly vegetarian diets (4). For readers
who do not want to pour over scientific papers, they can log onto Dr. Ravnskov's website at
http://www.ravnskov.nu/cholesterol.htm and read the salient points there. For readers wishing
to dig a little deeper, they can get Dr. Ravnskov's book The Cholesterol Myths.
3. (a) U Ravnskov. The questionable role of saturated and polyunstaurated fatty acids in
cardiovascular disease. J Clin Epidemiol 1998; 51: 443-460; (b) WE Stehbens. Coronary heart
disease, hypercholesterolemia, and atherosclerosis. I. False premises. Exp Mol Pathol, 2001,
Apr;70(2):103-19. (c) WE Stehbens. Coronary heart disease, hypercholesterolemia, and
atherosclerosis. II. Misrepresented data. Exp Mol Pathol, 2001, Apr;70(2):120-39.
4. G Taubes. The Soft Science of Dietary Fat. Science, 2001, Mar 30 291:5513 2536-45. See
also "The Oiling of America" posted at http://www.westonaprice.org in the "Facts About Fats"
section.
Entire article: http://www.mercola.com/2002/feb/9/vegetarianism_safe_04.htm
Below is Dr. Uffe Ravnskov's (author of "The Cholesterol Myth") research on
Cholesterol:
The Cholesterol Myths
by Uffe Ravnskov, MD, PhD
The idea that too much animal fat and high cholesterol are dangerous to your heart
and vessels is nothing but a myth. Here are some astonishing and frightening facts
(see below)

If you think this is written by another internet crackpot, take a look at Dr.
Ravnskov's credentials and the reviews of his book.
Evidence from the new cholesterol-lowering trial PROSPER, that statin
treatment causes cancer
New Cholesterol Guidelines for converting healthy people into patients
Read Dr. Ravnskov´s thought-provoking paper "High cholesterol may
protect against infections and atherosclerosis" recently published in
Quarterly Journal of Medicine, or choose the popular-scientific version
The Benefits Of High Cholesterol, also available in Danish, Swedish and
Italian
Dr. Ravnskov's most recent publication in English

Many wellknown
scientists
agree with Dr
Ravnskov.
Go to
THINCS
The
International
Network of
Cholesterol
Skeptics

Here are the facts! Click on the blue arrows if you want the scientific evidence!
1 Cholesterol is not a deadly poison, but a substance vital to the cells of all
mammals. There are no such things as good or bad cholesterol, but mental stress,
physical activity and change of body weight may influence the level of blood
cholesterol. A high cholesterol is not dangerous by itself, but may reflect an
unhealthy condition, or it may be totally innocent.
2 A high blood cholesterol is said to promote atherosclerosis and thus also coronary
heart disease. But many studies have shown that people whose blood cholesterol is
low become just as atherosclerotic as people whose cholesterol is high.
3 Your body produces three to four times more cholesterol than you eat. The
production of cholesterol increases when you eat little cholesterol and decreases
when you eat much. This explains why the ”prudent” diet cannot lower cholesterol
more than on average a few per cent.
4 There is no evidence that too much animal fat and cholesterol in the diet promotes
atherosclerosis or heart attacks. For instance, more than twenty studies have shown
that people who have had a heart attack haven't eaten more fat of any kind than other
people, and degree of atherosclerosis at autopsy is unrelated with the diet.
5 The only effective way to lower cholesterol is with drugs, but neither heart
mortality or total mortality have been improved with drugs the effect of which is
cholesterol-lowering only. On the contrary, these drugs are dangerous to your health
and may shorten your life.
6 The new cholesterol-lowering drugs, the statins, stimulate cancer in rodents,
disturb the functions of the muscles (totally shut down CoQ10 production), the heart
and the brain and pregnant women taking statins may give birth to children with
malformations more severe than those seen after thalidomide.
7 Many of these facts have been presented in scientific journals and books for
decades but are rarely told to the public by the proponents of the diet-heart idea.
8 The reason why laymen, doctors and most scientists have been misled is because
opposing and disagreeing results are systematically ignored or misquoted in the
scientific press.
9 The Benefits Of High Cholesterol

Dr. Ravnskov is an independent researcher. No part of his research, including this
website and his book, were funded or influenced by any governmental, industrial or
charitable organization.
From: k
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010
Subject: Chlorinated Water Warning
Thank you Scott, I was just listening to your info on the whole flouride thing and the city water.
I just wanted to mention that besides the drugs and whatever else they are putting in our water I
thought I would mention that I can smell the Chlorine in the the bath water when my son takes a
bath all the way out in my living room! I try to drink bottled water when I can. Just one more
thing about City water. I used to date a guy that worked for the City of Los Angles dept of water
and he would tell me NOT to drink the City water. He admittedly told me that they way over
chlorinated the water knowingly!
Kelly
Comment: Yes chlorine is a whole other subject I have dealt with in the past but yes
please go get a KDF shower filter as this will remove 99.9% of the chlorine and many
other chemicals.
Chlorinated Water. We are at risk in two ways regarding this problem. 1) Ingesting chlorinated
water and 2) Showering or swimming in chlorinated water. You see it is a proven fact that
when chlorine reacts with fats in the blood stream it causes plauqing of the arteries
(arteriosclerosis). This in turn sets us up for heart attacks and strokes. This has been verified
by many medical studies. I am going to publish some quotes below regarding this subject:
"Chlorine is the greatest crippler and killer in modern times. While it prevented epidemics
of one disease, it was creating another. After the start of chlorinating our drinking water in
1904. The present epidemic of heart trouble, cancer and senility began."
Dr. J.M. Price M.D./Saginaw Hospital
"Cancer risk among people drinking chlorinated water is 93% higher than those whose water
does not contain chlorine."
U.S. Council of Environmental Quality
"A professor of water chemistry at the University of Pittsburgh claims that exposure to vaporized
chemicals in the water supplies through showering, bathing and inhalation is 100 times greater
through drinking the water."
The Nader Report- Troubled Waters on Tap
Center for Study of Responsive Law
Chlorine was despicably used during World War I. When the war was over, the use of chlorine
was diverted to poisoning germs in our drinking water. All water supplies throughout the country
were chlorinated. The combination of chlorine (when in drinking water) and fats results in
arteriosclerosis, heart attacks and death.
Water can Undermine Your Health
Dr. N.W. Walker, D.S.
Dr. Johnson‟s Comment: To address this issue I recommend you do two things. 1) Only
drink purified water (preferably carbon filtered reverse osmosis water, Ecoloblue, Berkey
(see below). 2) Get a filter for your shower head or better yet get a whole house filter to
get the Chlorine out. In the process you will also be removing many other toxic

chemicals. If you have a swimming pool it is a little more complicated but it can be
done. Do an internet key word search for: "non-chlorinated swimming pool alternatives".
The Imperial Berkey Water Filtration System
This water filter is the old man on the block with a history dating back to the early 1800's. The
British Berkefeld Water Filter system is designed to purify tap or well water of unwanted
chemicals and contaminants, and for use in situations where a reliable supply of treated drinking
water is unavailable (i.e. camping, hurricane devastated areas, third world countries, domestic
terrorism on water supply, etc...).
The Berkey Filter is capable of processing creek, pond, lake or river water and within a short
time, you can enjoy some of the cleanest and safest water on the planet. How? The pore
structure of the ceramic filter is designed to remove very fine particles and bacteria. The gravity
feed system also works when water pressure is too low for other filters.
The Super Sterasyl Water filters used in the Berkey Filtration system reduces up to 99.99% of
particulates, cysts, parasites and pathogenic bacteria including but not limited to E. Coli,
Cryptosporidium, Giardia and Salmonella Typhi. Additionally, these water filters will reduce
chlorine, rust, sediment and organic chemicals. With nominal particulate filtration rating
efficiencies of:
The Berkey Filter is one of the most powerful water filter systems on the market. The durable
ceramic water filters can be cleaned over and over with a soft brush or Scotch Brite pad and the
filter media in this product contains an effective antimicrobial agent. Each filter element will
provide efficient pathogenic filtration up to 2000 gallons depending on water quality. Detailed
easy to assemble and operating instructions are included.
Replacement or Additional Super Sterasyl Ceramic Water Filters can be purchased separately
for: $48.00 ea. (The Imperial Berkey requires 6) Six Pack $288.00
To remove MTBE, Fluoride, Lead, Arsenic, DBCP, THM's, Herbicides, Pesticides & Heavy
Metal Ions add on the Berkey PF-4 Reduction Element Filter. Set of 6 is $132. This is not
required to use the Berkey. The 4 standard Super Sterasyl filters that come with the Big Berkey
do a great job cleaning most water. The PF-4 filter is for areas where chemicals are much
higher or for health conscious consumers who want all of these contaminants out of their water.
http://www.healthtruthrevealed.com/item-00059.html
Gender bender chemical atrazine widely contaminates U.S. public water supply
David Gutierrez--NaturalNews--September 7, 2010--Emerging research increasingly indicates
that the U.S. water supply is widely contaminated with the endocrine disrupting chemical
atrazine, but that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is taking almost no action on the
threat. This has led to a situation where citizens are not only unaware that their water is
contaminated, they are never told that an inexpensive home filter could remove the toxin from
their water
Atrazine is an herbicide widely sprayed on corn fields in the Midwest, and one of the most
widely detected groundwater contaminants in the country. According to an analysis of state
and federal records by the Chicago Tribune, atrazine has been detected in the drinking water
of a million people in 60 Illinois communities over the past four years.

